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A "derivation
derivation of Benford's
Benford's Law
Law or the
the First-Digit
First-Digit Phenomenon
Phenomenon is
given
assuming only
base-invariance of the
underlying law.
basegiven assuming
only base-invariance
the underlying
law. The
The only
only baseinvariant
invariant distributions
distributionsare
are shown
shown to be convex
convex combinations
combinations of two
two extremal
extremal
probabilities, one corresponding
point mass
mass and
probabilities,
correspondingto point
and the
the other
other a log-Lebesgue
log-Lebesgue
measure. The
main tools
The main
measure.
tools in the
the proof are
are identification
identificationof an
an appropriate
appropriatemanmantissa
positive reals,
reals, and
the positive
results for
for invariant
tissa a-algebra
a-algebraon the
and results
invariantmeasures
measureson the
the
circle.
circle.
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1. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
In 1881
Newcomb observed,
1881 Simon
Simon Newcomb
observed, "That
"That the ten digits
digits do not occur
occur with
equal
equal frequency
frequency must
must be evident to anyone
any one making
making use of logarithmic
logarithmic tables,
tables,
and
noticing how
pages wear
and noticing
how much
much faster
firstpages
The first
first
faster the first
wear out than
than the last
last ones.
ones. The
significant
than any
significant digit
digit is oftener
oftener 1 than
any other
other digit,
digit, and
and the frequency
frequency diminishes
diminishes
up to 9."
9." He went
went on to conclude
conclude that
that the "law
"law of frequency"
frequency" of significalit
significant
digits
satisfies
digits (base
(base 10)
10) satisfies
(1)

1
= d) =
= logl0(1
significant digit =
+ dd-1),
Prob(first significant
),
loglo(1 +

= 1
1,, ...
...9 ,9,
d =

and
and
9

(2)

L

Prob(second significant
significantdigit
digit = d)
d) = E IOgI0(1
+ (10k +
+ d)-I),
d)'),
Prob(second
loglo(l +
k=1

d=0,1,2,
,9,
d=O, 1, 2, ...
...
,9,

although
neither a precise
precise domain
probability, a
domain or meaning
although he supplied
supplied neither
meaning to this probability,
formal
nor
numerical
data.
formal argument,
nor
numerical
data.
argument,
popularized (and
perhaps rediscovSome
fifty-seven years
Some fifty-seven
later Benford
Benford [1]
rediscovyears later
(and perhaps
[1] popularized
and
(2),
and
gave
substantial
empirical
evidence
for
them
based
ered)
(1)
and
and
them
ered)
gave substantial empirical evidence
based on
frequencies of significant
significant digits
digits from
from twenty
twenty different
different tables
tables including
including surface
surface
frequencies
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areas of
of 335 rivers,
rivers, specific
specific heats and molecular
molecular weights
weights of
of thousands
thousands of
of chemareas
compounds, street
street addresses
addresses of
of the first
first 342 persons
persons listed in American
American
ical compounds,
of Science,
Science, and entries
entries from a mathematical
mathematical handbook.
handbook. The union of
of his
Men of
Men
tables came
caine surprisingly
surprisingly close to the predicted
predicted frequencies
frequencies in (1), and those frefretables
quencies came to be known
known as Benford's
Benford's Law.
Law. Since Benford's
Benford's article,
article, many
many
quencies
explanations and "proofs"
"proofs" of
of (1) have been offered;
offered; Raimi [9]
[9] has an excellent
excellent
explanations
review of
of the literature.
literature.
review
arguments supporting
supporting Benford's
Benford's Law
Law have generally
generally followed three
three lines
The arguments
of reasoning,
reasoning, namely,
namely, discrete
discrete density and summability
summability methods,
methods, continuous
continuous
of
density and summability
summability methods,
methods, and scale-invariance
scale-invariance hypotheses.
hypotheses. In the first
first
density
of these (e.g.,
(e.g., [2, 5]), the underlying
underlying data
data set is assumed
assumed to be the natural
natural numnumof
bers, and various
various ad hoc summability
summability techniques
techniques are
are proposed
proposed which
which assign
assign the
bers,
density appearing
appearing in (1) to the set of positive integers
integers Fd
Fd with first
first significant
significant
density
Fd does not have
have a natural
natural density,
density, that is,
= d.. But the set Fd
digit =d
{1, ...
not exist,
n {I,
... ,, n} does
d
·
· Fdd nf
1liE
1m
oes not eXIst,
n

n-+oo
n--+o)o

denextensions of density
density to sets like F
which coincide with natural
natural denFd,
and extensions
d , and which
which have
have natural
natural density,
density, are
are by no means
means unique.
unique. Most of the
sity on sets which
arguments
summation
certain summation
simply sought
sought to justify certain
along these lines simply
argumentsfor (1) along
methods which
which give rise
rise to the "correct"
Benford frequency.
they
Moreover, they
"correct"Benford
frequency. Moreover,
methods
have two other
whereas
data, whereas
continuous data,
ignore continuous
they completely
completely ignore
other shortcomings:
shortcomings: they
have
from
Benford's tables
tables included,
such as
as those
those from
irrational entries
entries such
included, for example,
example, irrational
Benford's
unsquare-root
tables; and
necessarily only finitely
additive, since the unare necessarily
finitely additive,
and they are
square-roottables;
derlying
0.
each singleton
countable and
and the density
singleton is O.
density of each
derlying set is countable
This density/summability
the same
same way
way
extended in essentially
essentially the
has been extended
density/summability idea has
(cf. [9])
schemes which
which yield
various integration
yield
continuous setting
integration schemes
setting by various
[9]) to the continuous
densities
numbers with
real numbers
with leading
densities of the sets of positive real
digit == d .
leading significant
significantdigit
finitely
But again,
are also
also necessarily
necessarilyonly finitely
and are
profusion and
such extensions
extensions exist in profusion
But
again, such
additive.
additive.
law-should
should
The
first digit
digit lawthat any
reasonablefirst
any reasonable
The third
assumes that
main approach
approach assumes
third main
nonzero
be scale-invariant.
data is multiplied
the underlying
scale-invariant. That
That is, if the
multiplied by a nonzero
underlying data
constant
data should
should
the rescaled
rescaleddata
from English
metric units),
units), the
constant (e.g.,
conversionfrom
Englishto metric
(e.g., conversion
used in
satisfy
has been
been used
The scale-invariant
scale-invarianthypothesis
hypothesis has
the same
same law.
law. The
exactly the
satisfy exactly
with the
the
both the
but again
and continuous
continuous (e.g.,
the discrete
discrete (e.g.,
again with
settings, but
(e.g., [7])
[7]) settings,
(e.g., [2])
[2]) and
shortcomings
Banach measures
measures
finite-additivity(e.g.,
(e.g., via Banach
and finite-additivity
nonuniquenessand
shortcomingsof nonuniqueness
as
see that
that there
there is no
continuous model,
easy to see
Worse yet,
the continuous
model, it is easy
as in [9]).
yet, in the
[9]). Worse
the positive
scale-invariant
measure on the
Borel probability
positive
scale-invariant(countably-additive)
probability measure
(countably-additive)Borel
reals
reals [9].
[9].
both
from both
Thus
Law suffer
suffer from
Benford's Law
der-ivingBenford's
arguments deriving
the previous
previous arguments
Thus all
all the
"the
that "the
nonuniqueness
Raimi [8]
concludes that
[8] concludes
additivity; Raimi
countably additivity;
and lack
lack of countably
nonuniqueness and
answer
answer remains
remains obscure".
obscure".
The
do share
share one
one important
all do
property:
important property:
however, all
reasoning,however,
The above
above lines of reasoning,
decimal
than decimal
other than
each
bases other
carries over
over mutatis
mutatis mutandis
mutandis ([9,
([9, p.
p. 536])
536]) to bases
each carries
new formulaformula(see
article is to provide
this article
The main
main purpose
provide aa new
purpose of this
below). The
(see (3)
(3) below).
base-invariance
tion of the
the natural
naturalassumption
the first-digit
set on the
assumption of base-invariance
first-digitproblem
problem set
(Definition
countably-additive
that there
there is aa unique
unique countably-additive
and to prove
prove that
3.1 below),
below), and
(Definition 3.1
reals. This
This probnonatomic
the positive
probmeasureon the
positive reals.
nonatomic base-invariant
base-invariantprobability
probabilitymeasure
for
laws for
ability
nth digit
the corresponding
well as
as the
as well
digit laws
satisfiesBenford's
Benford'slaw
law (1)
corresponding nth
(1) as
ability satisfies
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integer bases.
bases. The main key idea, in addition to the notion of
of
all n and all integer
base-invariance, is the definition
definition (Definition 2.1) of
of the appropriate
appropriate measurameasurabase-invariance,
difficult and follow from known
known
structure; with these the proofs are
are not difficult
bility structure;
results concerning
concerning invariant
invariant measures
measures on the circle.
circle.
results
THE MANTISSA
MANTISSA FUNCTION
FUNCTION AND
AND 'SIGMA
ALGEBRA
SIGMA ALGEBRA
2. THE

first step toward
toward making
making rigorous
rigorous sense of
of the significant
significant digit laws
laws (1)
The first
appropriate a-algebra
a-algebra domain for the probability
probability meameaand (2) is to identify an appropriate
sure. As will be seen here,
here, a natural
natural candidate
candidate is a sub-c-algebra
sub-a-algebra of
of the Borels
Borels
sure.
reals which
which corresponds
corresponds to modular
modular arithmetic
arithmetic in the exponent.
exponent.
on the positive reals
xc), Z
Throughout this article,
article, R+
jR+ will denote the positive real
real numbers
numbers (0, 00),
Throughout
integers, N the natural
natural numbers,
numbers, 1m
Borel a-algebra
jR+ , and 3(A)
1m(A)
3 the Borel
c-algebra on R+,
the integers,
Borel subsets
subsets of A; 1b
l!J signifies
signifies union of disjoint
disjoint sets;
sets; and for a subset
subset E
the Borel
of R
jR and aER,
a E jR, aE istheset
is the set {ae:e
{ae: e EE},and
E} , and a+E={a+e:e
a + E = {a + e: e EE}.
E} .
of
Definition 2.1. For each
each integer
integer b > 1, the (base
(base b) mantissa
mantissa function,
function, Mb,
Mb ,
Definition
M b: R+
jR+ -+
--+ [1
such that Mb(x)
Mb(x) == r,
r, where
where r is the unique
unique
[1,, b) such
is the function Mb:
[1,, b),
number in [1, b) with x = rbn
rb n for some n EE Z. For E c [1
b) , let
number

(E)b
Mb"l(E) = ~
jR+.
W bnE cR+.
(E)b = Mb-(E)
nEZ
nEZ

generated by
c-algebra on R+
The (base
mantissa a-algebra,
jR+ generated
c-algebra, ~,
(base b) mantissa
Zb, is the a-algebra
Mbb •*
M
The restriction
restriction of its
Remarks. It is easily
that Mb
Mb is well defined.
defined. The
checked that
easily checked
Remarks.
domain
all reals
reals
R+ is only for
extended to all
for convenience
convenience and
and may
easily be extended
may easily
domain to jR+
change
significantchange
via Mb(O)
Mb(O) == 0 and
M b(-x) = Mb(x)
which case
case the only significant
Mb(x), , in which
and Mb(-x)
1}
N\{{I}
bases bb EE N\
in the results
0. Similarly,
Similarly, bases
at O.
an atom
atom at
addition of an
results below is addition
for the
are
the purposes
extended for
purposes of
and may
easily be extended
used only for
for convenience
convenience and
may easily
are used
bases
-1 }. Although
this article
integral bases
general integral
element in Z\{I
Although general
article to any
Z\{ 1,, 0, -I}.
any element
unless
= 10
other
addressed below,
decimal base
base bb =
10 will be addressed
below, unless
standard decimal
than the standard
other than
otherwise
10.
base 10.
constants will
will be expressed
expressedbase
noted all
all specific
otherwise noted
specific constants
({l})io
9/8 [= 1.001 (base 2)], ({I})lO
Example
M2(9)
Example 2.2. M
M100(9),
M10(9)
10 (9) = 9 = M
100 (9), M
2 (9) = 9/8
=
{Ion: n EE Z},
([1,
b))b
=
jR+
for
all
integers
b
>
1.
forall
= {Ion:
1.
Z}, ([1, b))b =R+
integers
Lemma
Lemma 2.3.
2.3. For
For all b > 11,,

(i) (E)b=l!JZ:6(bkE)bn
(E)b = Ug-1(bkE)bn for all nEN
E c [1, b);
(i)
n E N and Ec[l,b);
(ii)
~
=
{(E)b:
E
E
1m(I,
b)};
(ii) ,ob= {(E)b: E B(l , b)};
(iii) ~
~n C
c 1m
B for all n EN;
E N;
J4bcJ4
aS EE
=b as
(iv)
is
closed
under
scalar
multiplication,
i.e., S EE ~,
scalar
multiplication,i.e.,
closed
under
(iv) ~
Jb, a > 0 ~
,b
~.

routine; (iii)
(ii) is routine;
Proof.
follows from
from the
the definition
definition of ( )b; (ii)
(i) follows
Proof. Conclusion
Conclusion (i)
from (ii).
follows
(ii). 00
and (ii);
and (iv)
follows easily
easily from
follows easily
from (i)
(iv) follows
(ii); and
(i) and
easily from
base-invariance
Conclusion
definition of base-invariance
the definition
will be aa key
Conclusion (i)
ingredient in the
key ingredient
(i) will
unbounded (with
below.
set in ~
(with
It is clear
from (ii)
that every
below. It
clear from
nonempty set
every nonempty
(ii) that
,b is unbounded
the
In particular,
finite intervals
intervals of the
accumulation
and at
at +00).
particular, finite
accumulation points
at 00 and
+ox). In
points at
existence of
form
hence the
the problem
[9]) of existence
are not
and hence
(cf. [9])
problem (cf.
form (c, d) are
not in ~,
,b, and
since (0, h)
aa universal
h)
avoided, since
universal median
median h satisfying
h) == 1/2 is avoided,
Prob(O,h)
satisfying Prob(0,
are
inclusions in (iii)
is not
that the
the inclusions
seen that
(iii) are
It is easily
easily seen
not aa (~)
measurableset.
set. It
(.,ob) measurable
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whose first
first significant
significant
([1,
strict;
example, the set ([
1 , 2)) 10
all real
real numbers
numbers whose
strict; for example,
10 of all
20))ioo
was
([1,
but
10) is 1 is in AI
(base 10)
00
,
the
set
([
1,
20))
100
is
not
in
Alo.
As was
digit (base
digit
A91o.
A1oo,
that vItb
interesting to note that
also interesting
is
selfHognas, it is also
Goran Hognas,
pointed out by Goran
A1b
e vItb
and every
every integer
integer n,
n, bnS
S..
that for
for every
bnS = S
similar
every set S E
similar in the sense that
Ab and
scalar
addition;
example,
under
not
closed
is
under
scalar
addition;
for
example,
the
set
In contrast
contrast to (iv), vItb
Ab
isnotin
({ I}) 10 + 5 = {... , 5.01 , 5.1 , 6, 15,
... } is
not in Alo.
15, 105,
105,...}
J10.
({1})lo+5={...,5.Ol,5.l,65
significant digit
digit
I} and
and i EN,
Definition 2.4. For
N\ {I}
Dbi ) (x) is the ith significant
For b E N\{
Definition
E N, D)(x)
=
D(1)(x) == 11,,
3, D~~(n)
e.g., D~~(n)
D(l)(7r)= 3,
when represented
of x when
represented base b; e.g.,
D(2i)(7)= 1, D~I)(x)
D~2)(n)
D~3)(1C)
= O.
0.
1, D(3)
(7r) =
D(2) (7)= = 1,
More formally,
Dbi): lR+
b-l} is given
given by D()
Dbi) = (g1)ioMb
(gbl)iOMb,,
More
R+ -*~ {O,
l, ... , b-l}
formally, D('):
{01, 1,
.* )) =
above; gb
function above;
mantissa function
where: Mb
M b is the mantissa
gb is the function
function gb(io,
gb(io, iil,l , ...
where:
for
E
and
E~oik/bk
for
io
E
{I,
2,
...
,
b
-I}
and
ik
E
{O,
1,2,
...
,
b
I}
E
} for
}
io {1,
...,b
{0, 1, 2, ...,b
EZ=oiklbk
ik
kEN,
gb I , where
"terminating"inverse
inverse (e.g.,
taken to be the "terminating"
(e.g.,
nonunique, is taken
where nonunique,
k E N, and
and gj
...
and
...
gi"(/(3)
=
gi(/(2.999
...
)
=
(3,0,0,
...
)
gi(/(9.99
)
=
(1,0,0,
...
)=(1, 00,...)); ));
gj1(9.99
)=(3, 0, 0, ...)
gj1(3) =g'(2.999
= ai
as..
(al, a2, i.. )i =
(projection) (aI,
function (projection)
and
coordinate function
and (·)i
(.)f is the coordinate
than the
rather than
a-algebra vItb,
fact that
that the a-algebra
lemma records
records the fact
The next lemma
1b, rather
significant
general significant
for a general
domain for
larger
proper domain
exactly the proper
a-algebra, is exactly
Borel a-algebra,
larger Borel
digit probability
probability. law.
law.
digit
i):
{D('):
by {Db
a-algebra generated
Lemma
For each
generated by
the a-algebra
interger b > 1, vItb is the
each interger
Lemma 2.5. For
Ab

i EE N}.
N}J
functerms of the funcwritten in terms
can be written
Mb can
Proof. Immediate,
function Mb
Immediate, since the function
Proof.
i
)} and
versa. 0O
and vice versa.
tions {Db
{D(l)}

have been used in the
which have
argumentswhich
introduction, the arguments
As mentioned in the introduction,
and
bases and
and digits
digits and
past to justify (1) and
other bases
immediately to other
and (2)
carry over immediately
(2) carry
past
that
probability that
for example,
example, the probability
yield, for
even joint distributions
digits (to yield,
distributions of the digits
generalized
respectively). This generalized
d2,
and d
are d
the first
first two significant
digits are
significant digits
d,l and
2 , respectively).
scale
significant
diagram: The C scale
"which may
summarized in one diagram:
may be summarized
law, "which
digit law,
significant digit
significant
of a slide rule"
can now be easily
terms of the significant
easily stated
stated in terms
rule" [9,
536], can
[9, p. 536],
i
)}.
.
functions {Db
digit functions
{D(l)I}.
(Generalized
Law). For
every integer
integer b > 11,,
For every
Significant Digit Law).
(GeneralizedSignificant
(3)
(3)

P

(O{Di
[1 + (~bk-idi) -I]
nD)(n{= dil ) =
il

-

di})

=

logb [1 +
10gb

(

bk-idi)

]

{, 1,...,bfor
all kEN;
all dd1l E
2, ... , b - 1};
I}; and
1, ... , b - 1},
I},
and all ddjj EE {O,
forall
keN; all
E {I,
{1,2,...,b=
,
k.
jj = 2, ...
... , k.
cases of (3). The
are special
special cases
It is an
easy matter
matter to check
and (2) are
check that
that (1) and
an easy
which
identified which
been
has
now
(lR+,
vItb)
has
identified
natural
measure-theoretic
structure
natural measure-theoretic structure (R+, Ab)
is
digit base
leading digit
as "the
"the leading
such as·
base 10
lOis
events such
will allow
allow probabilistic
probabilistic analysis
analysis of events
measurable
less than
5",
since,
by
Lemma
2.5,
any
probability
measure
on
the
measurable
measure
probability
any
Lemma
than 5", since,
probability of such
space
an event.
event.
such an
determine the probability
uniquely determine
(R+R,Alo)
space (]R+,
Al40)will uniquely
measure
probability
To facilitate
notation,
it
is
often
convenient
to
identify
a
probability
measure
convenient
notation,
facilitate
B
with
its
canonical
representation
as
a
probability
on
B[
1,
b)
.
on vItb
[I,
b)
as
probability
canonical representation
1b with
Lemma
Lemma 2.6. The
relationship
The relationship
(4)
(4)

P((E)b) = P(E),

E E
B[1 , b),
E B[l,
b),
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1-1 correspondence
defines
probability meadefines a 1-1
correspondence(measure
(measure isomorphism)
isomorphism) between
betweenprobability
measures
sures P on
on (lR+,
Borel probability
probability measures
P on
(R+, v-!4)
measures P
on [1, b)
b)..
Ab) and Borel
Proof. Immediate
Proof.
Lemma 2.3(ii). 05
Immediate from
from Lemma
3. BASE-INVARIANCE
BASE-INVARIANCEAND MAIN
MAIN THEOREM
THEOREM

underlyingmotivation for an
an assumption
assumption of base-invariance
general
The underlying
base-invariance in a general
significant
significant digit
digit law
law is simply
simply the intuitive feeling
feeling that
that any
any "reasonable"
"reasonable"such
such
law should
should be as valid for other
law
bases as for base
base 10.
other integral
integral bases
10.
definition of
of base-invariance
To motivate the definition
below, consider
base-invariance below,
consider the set S of
positive reals
reals whose
whose first
first significant
significant digit
digit (base
(base 10)
than 5.
5. By Lemma
10) is less than
Lemma
2.3(i),
([10, 50))
([1,
5))io
([1,
5)) 100
50)) 100
1 , 5))
10 = ([
1 , 5))
S = ([
looL-tJ ([
loo,,
(letting a = loglo
so (letting
5) this same set S can
can be represented
representedeither
either way,
way, i.e.,
logl0 5)
a
if b = 10,
S_{([l,b
ifb=10,
S { ([1 ))b
a
l
2
2
/ ))bWL-tJ ([b
/ , b(1+a)/2))b
if b = 100.
ba/2))b
100.
l([11 , b
([bi/2,
b(l+a)/2))b if
Hence if a probability
probability P on v-!4
"base-invariant",the measures
measures of the two
Ab is "base-invariant",
cqrresponding
S-representing
subsets
of
[1,
b)
should
the same,
subsets
should
be
same, i.e.,
corresponding S-representing
[1, b)
a) = P[l
a/ 2) +
P[l, bba)
P[b l / 2 , b(1+a)/2)
+ P[b1/2
P[l1,
P[l ,, b
ba!2)
b(l+a)/2) ,
n , where
and
and similarly
P is the
bases b
where P
the "restriction"
"restriction"of P to
similarly for higher
higher power
power bases
bn,
B[
definition.
B[11,, b)
b) given
given in (4). This suggests
suggests the following
following key
key definition.

Definition
Definition 3.1. A probability
probability measure
measure P on (lR+,
(IR+,v-!4)
base-invariantif the
Jb) is base-invariant
P on B[
corresponding
probability P
satisfies
correspondingprobability
b) satisfies
B[11,, b)

n-l

n-I

(5)
(5)

a) = LP[b
k/ n , b(k+a)/n)
P[l, bba)
b(k+a)/n) for all
E P[bk/n
all n EENN and
and all
all a E (0,1).
(0, 1) .
P[l,
-

k=O
k=O

This definition
definition of base-invariance
base-invarianceis a very
very general
general one in that
that it involves
involves only
a single
integral
base
b
and,
automatically
via
Lemma
2.3(i),
integral
powers of
single integralbase and, automatically Lemma
integralpowers
that
base b. There
is
no
a
priori
assumption,
for
example,
on
the
relationship
that base
There
the relationship
priori assumption, for example,
between probabilities
probabilities of the sets
base
between
first significant
sets of numbers
numbers with first
significant digit
digit 1 base
10
that
neither
a-algebra
10 and
and 1 base
base 7, and
and this is reflected
reflected in the observation
that
neither
observation
a-algebra
nor .Lio
~
contains the other,
the case
case (Lemma
for
other, in contrast
contrast to the
(Lemma 2.3(iii)) for
e#o contains
A7 nor
powers
of
a
single
base.
On
the
other
hand,
this
definition
is
strong
enough
base.
other
definition
powers
single
hand,
strong enough
to guarantee
that invariance
invariance with respect
base b implies (via the
guaranteethat
respect to any
any single
single base
natural
natural correspondence
and Theorem
Theorem 3.5
3.5 below)
correspondence (9)
invariance with respect
(9) and
below) invariance
respect to
all
bases.
all other
other bases.
The next example
as mentioned
mentioned above,
that the
the probability
defined
example shows,
shows, as
above, that
probability defined
by the generalized
base-invariant (in the
law (3)
the
generalized significant
significant digit
digit law
(3) is necessarily
necessarily base-invariant
sense
sense of (5)).
Example
Let Pb
Pb be the probability
probability measure
measure on (lR+,
defined by
Example 3.2. Let
(R+1,v-!4)
4b) defined
(6)
(6)

Pb ( ([ 1,, 1'))
Pb((1
Y)))b) = 10gb
109b I'Y

for I'y EE [1
[1,, b)
b).·

It is easy
Pb satisfies
probability
that Pb
satisfies (5)
and is in fact
fact precisely
check that
easy to check
(5) and
precisely the probability
defined
defined by the generalized
law (3).
generalized significant
significantdigit
digit law
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numbers with
special role
role among
among the·positive
the positive numbers
with respect
constant 1 plays
The constant
plays a special
respect
significant digit
to the mantissa
function, and hence the significant
mantissa function,
digit problem,
problem, since 1 is
- 1).
number for which
the only positive number
which Mb
Mb is constant
constant for
for all
all b (M
(Mb
(1) =
b(l)
(say "in
"in nature")
special constant
constant 1 occurs
The possibility
possibility that this special
occurs (say
nature") with posiscale-invarianceor density/
under assumptions
assumptions of scale-invariance
tive probability
density/
probability is precluded
precluded under
summability
perfectly acceptable
acceptable under
base-invariance hyhyunder the base-invariance
summability methods,
methods, but is perfectly
pothesis, and
have positive probability
probability
may have
the only constant
constant that
that may
pothesis,
and in fact
fact is the
extreme case
case when
when all
under this hypothesis.
hypothesis. The next
next example
example reflects
reflects the extreme
all the
under
mass is concentrated
mass
concentrated on 1.
1.
Example
Let P*
Example 3.3. Let
P. be the
Lemma
Lemma 2.3(ii)) by
I1
P. ((E)b) - {.
(7)
*
0
o
(7)
P*((E)b)={

defined (via
probability
(1R+,Ab) defined
probability measure
measure on (lR+,.Ab)
if
1E E
ifIeEE
otherwise
Otherwise

for all E E lR[ 1, b)].
for all E E B[l, b)].

b) is the diracBorel probability
measure P*
Then the corresponding
corresponding Borel
probability measure
diracP, on [1, b)
clearly
base-invariant.
delta
mass
1),
and
(point
mass
at
1),
and
P*
is
clearly
base-invariant.
(point
delta measure
measure £531
P.
1
defined by
(IR+, 1b) defined
Example 3.4. Let
probability measure
measure on (lR+,.Ab)
Example
Let Qb be the probability
= (y
Qb[([I,
Y))b)=
(Y - 1)/(b
1)/(b- - 1)
Qb[([l Y))b)

for Yy E
E [1,
[I, b),
b),
Borel
correspondingBorel
that is, Qb is "uniform"
that the corresponding
It is easy
easy to see that
that
"uniform"on .Ab.
b4. It
and thus
thus Qb is not
b) does
does not satisfy
satisfy (5), and
probability
probability measure
measure Qb on [1, b)
base-invariant.
base-invariant.
(8)
(8)

The next theorem
theorem is the main result
result of this article.
article.

(R+, 4b) if
if and
Theorem
probability measure
measure on (lR+,.Ab)
base-invariantprobability
Theorem 3.5. P is a base-invariant
some q E [0,
only iffor
[O, 1],
ifforsome
+ (1
( --q)Pb,
P = qP*
q)Pb ,
qP* +

respectively.
where
Pb
where P*
(6), respectively.
P* and P
b are as in (7) and (6),
The proof of Theorem
given in the next section.
section.
Theorem 3.5 will be given
Corollary 3.6. The
conditional probability,
probability, given
given lR
The conditional
RI+\\ (1)
base-invariant
Corollary
of everybase-invariant
(1)bb,, ofevery
the generalized
satisfies the
generalized significant
significant
probability measure
(R+, Ab) is Pb
Pb and satisfies
probability
measure on (lR+,.Ab)
digit
law (3).
digit law
(3).

again
analyzed;here
here again
scale-invariancewill be analyzed;
Next, the stronger
strongerassumption
assumption of scale-invariance
clear countably
mantissa a-algebra
a-algebra .Ab
additive theory
theory is use of the mantissa
the key
key to a clear
countably additive
Ab
Borel field.
field.
rather
rather than
than the whole
whole Borel
Definition
probability measure
scale-invariant for
(R+, Ab) is scale-invariant
measure P on (lR+,.Ab)
Definition 3.7. A probability
> O
a >
0 if
= P(aS)
P(S) =
all SE
P(aS) for all
SE .Ab,
4b,
and
scale-invariant if
which is not a
and is scale-invariant
if it is scale-invariant
scale-invariantfor some positive a which
rational
power of b. (Recall
that
as
E.Ab
by
Lemma
2.3(iv).)
rational power
that
E
Lemma
aS
Ab
by
(Recall
2.3(iv).)
that this definition
definition of scale-invariance
that only
very general
general in that
scale-invarianceis also very
Note that
invariant
scale
factor
is
assumed;
it
follows
easily
from
the existence
from
follows
existence of a single
invariant
scale
factor
assumed;
easily
single
> 0.
O.
the next theorem
theorem that
that any
such measure
then scale-invariant
scale-invariantfor all a >
any such
measure is then
scaleIn the examples
Pb (Example
(Example 3.2) is scaleabove, it is easily
easily seen
seen that
that Pb
examples given
given above,
are.
invariant,but
nor Qb (Example
(Example 3.4) are.
(Example 3.3) nor
neither P*
invariant, but neither
P. (Example
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.
(R+,b)
scale-invariantprobability
Theorem
Pb is the
the unique
unique scale-invariant
probability measure
measure on (lR+
;, .f4).
Theorem3.8. Pb
easy calculation.
calculation. Conversely,
Conversely, suppose
suppose
any easy
Proof. That
Pb is scale-invariant
scale-invariantis any
Proof.
That Pb
P is scale-invariant
number a not a rational
rational power
power of b,
for some positive number
scale-invariantfor
that is,
and
b-logarithmic rescaling
B[0, 1), that
rescaling of P on B[O,
and let P be the b-logarithmic
(9)

a) =
= P[1
= P(([1,
1).
P[O, a) =
P( ([1 , ba))b)
ba))b) for
for all
all a E [0,
ba)
[0, 1).
P[l, , b
P[O,

It is easy
multiplication by a in lR+
(.) to
R+ corresponds
that multiplication
correspondsvia 10gb
easy to see that
log1b()
an
scale-invariancefor
1) mod (1)
(1),, so the scale-invariance
circle [0, 1)
an irrational
irrational rotation
rotation on the circle
rotation.
a of P is equivalent
invariance of P with respect
irrationalrotation.
respect to irrational
equivalent to the invariance
by (9)
It is well known
that
this
implies
P
must
be
Lebesgue
measure,
so
measure,
must
Lebesgue
known that
proof. 0ol
completes the proof.
Lemma 2.6 completes
and Lemma
all E EE B[l,
P(E) == 10gb(E)
B[1 , b),
b) , and
logb(E) for all
(Durrett's
uses this argument
argument to show
that
show explicitly
explicitly that
300] uses
[3, Example
Example 2.3, p. 300]
(Durrett's [3,
implies
Benford's
powers of 2 and implies
digits of the
the powers
significantdigits
Law holds
holds for
for the kth significant
Benford's Law
that
powers of other
and aa short
short proof of
integers as
as well,
well, and
other integers
also holds for
for powers
that it also
2.6; the more
and Lemma
Lemma 2.6;
Theorem
based on his example
more detailed
detailed
example and
Theorem 3.8 could be based
completeness.)
sake of completeness.)
above is only for the sake
proof given
given above
Theorem 3.9 (Scale-invariance
base-invariance). If
If the
probability meameathe probability
(Scale-invarianceimplies base-invariance).
Theorem
sl!re P on
scale-invariant, then
then P is base-invariant.
base-invariant.
sure
on (lR+,.f4)
(R+, Ab) is scale-invariant,
Theorems 3.8 and
and 3.5. 00l
Proof. Immediate
from Theorems
Proof.
Immediate from

scaleRecall that
true, since P*
base-invariant but not scaleRecall
that the converse
converse is not true,
P. is base-invariant
that of
complicated than
invariant.
than that
slightly more
more complicated
Theorem 3.5 is slightly
invariant. The proof of Theorem
comparaTheorem 3.8, essentially
because scale-invariance
correspondsto the comparascale-invariancecorresponds
essentially because
Theorem
case of invariance
invariance under
under irrational
irrational rotations
rotations (x .......4 x + fl)(mod
p)(mod t)
1)
tively easy
easy case
on the circle,
base-invariance corresponds
under multimultiinvariance under
corresponds to invariance
whereas base-invariance
circle, whereas
basic questions
are
questions are
which aa number
number of basic
regardingwhich
* 4 nx(mod 1)), regarding
plication (x .......
For example,
Furstenberg's twenty-five
twenty-five year
that
year old conjecture
conjecturethat
still unresolved.
unresolved. For
example, Furstenberg's
Lebesgue
measure on [0, 1)
1)
Borel probability
probability measure
nonatomic Borel
measure is the only nonatomic
Lebesgue measure
which is invariant
invariant under
1) is still open.
open.
1) and
and 3x(mod 1)
under both 2x(mod 1)
which
4.
THEOREM
4. PROOF
PROOF OF MAIN
MAIN THEOREM

the measure
invariantunder
Recall that
that aa measure
measure f1.
under the
measure mapping
mapping
(Q, 7)
F) is invariant
,u on (0,
Recall
T:
0 --+ 02 if
T:Q-+
1
= f1.(TF. .
f1.(E)
(E)) for all E E F
u(T-1(E))
u(E) =
The following
proposition is the key
key to the
3.5; as
as no
Theorem 3.5;
the proof of Theorem
following proposition
for comcomreference in the literature
included for
author, aa proof is included
known to the author,
literature is known
reference
Lebesgue measure
measure on
> 1, A.
denotes Lebesgue
pleteness. Throughout
section b >
Throughout this section
pleteness.
A denotes
[0, 1), and
and do
0.
denotes the (Borel)
measure at O.
(point mass)
mass) measure
(Borel) Dirac (point
5o denotes

the
Proposition
Borel probability
probability measure
under the
1) is invariant
invariantunder
measure P on [0, 1)
Proposition4.1. A Borel
mappings nx(mod 1)
N ifand
if
if and only if
1) for all n eE N
mappings

(10)
P=qdo+(I-q)A.
forsomeqE[O,I].
1].
forsomeqe[0,
P=q.r5o+(l-q)A
(10)
Proof. It is well known
p. 595])
that aa Borel
probability measure
measure P
Borel probability
[4, p.
595]) that
known (e.g.,
(e.g., [4,
Proof.
on [0,
by its Fourier
Fourier coefficients
coefficients
determined by
[0, 1)
uniquely determined
1) is uniquely

1
1

= je2dinxdP(x),
e21Cinx dP(x) ,

<Pn
On=

nE
E Z.
Z.
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It is
is easy
easy to
to check
checkthat
It
that (10)
(10) implies
impliesinvariance
invarianceof P under
underthe
the mappings
mappings
nx(mod1)
1) for
forall
all n.
n . Conversely,
Conversely,
assumeinvariance
nx(mod
assume
P and
invarianceof P
andnote
that 4>n
notethat
- q
q
On==
for all
all nn EN.
E N. To
To see
see that
mustbe
be real
in fact
for
that qq must
realand
in [0,
andin
fact in
[0, 1],
observethat
that
1], observe
(11)
(11)

_ 1 {I

1

1
I NN
IN
.} _
N
lim
P(
{O}) = X lim
- '"
e21tlnX
dP(x)
= lim
cPn = q,
lim - '"
P({0})=
1
{Ze2ninx
q,
dP(x)
Okn
oJN-.+c~o
N-+oo
N LJ
N-+oo
N---,o N L...J

n=1I
~~~~~~~~~n=
an --+
-, 0 for
an
# 1,
all a ¥
for all
1
<
and
the
second
by
the
bounded
lal
~
1
and
the
second
by
the
bounded
convergence
theorem.
Since
the
{cPn}
convergence
theorem.
Since
the
{sbn}
jai
determineP, this
determine
this implies
satisfies(10).
impliesP satisfies
(10). 00

n=1
n=1

Ef

wherethe
the first
firstequality
in (11)
followssince
N- IN
where
since N-l
equalityin
(11) follows

Remarks.It
It follows
followsimmediately
immediatelyfrom
fromProposition
Remarks.
Proposition4.1
4.1 that
thatLebesgue
Lebesguemeasure
measure
is the
the only
only nonatomic
nonatomicBorel
1)
which
is
probability
measure
on
[0,
Borelprobabilitymeasureon [0, 1) whichis
is invariant
invariant
under nx(mod
nx(mod1)
1) for
E N, and
for all
all nn EN,
under
andas
as Jon
JonAaronson
Aaronsonpointed
pointedout,
out, aa similar
similar
argumentshows
showsthat
primes
n
suffices,
so
the
argument
invariance
under
that invarianceunderprimes n suffices,so the definition
definitionof
base-invariance
base-invariance given
given above
abovecould
couldbe
be weakened
weakenedeven
even further
in this
furtherin
this respect.
respect.
On the
the other
otherhand,
On
Lebesgue
measure
is
the
Unique
Borel
probability
measure
hand,Lebesgue
is the uniqueBorelprobabilitymeasure
measure
on [0, 1)
1) which
which is
on
is absolutely
absolutelycontinuous
continuous(with
(withrespect
to Lebesgue
respectto
Lebesguemeasure)
measure)
and which
which is
is invariant
invariantunder
under nx(mod
for
some
n
>
1.
This
and
nx(mod1)
for
1)
some n >
This follows
followsby
by
Fourieranalysis
analysisarguments
argumentssimilar
similarto
to those
Fourier
thosegiven
givenabove,
above,or
or by
by the
the invariance
invariance
and ergodicity
ergodicityof Lebesgue
and
Lebesguemeasure
measurefor
for nx(mod
nx(mod1)
1) and
and the
the basic
basic result
resultfrom
from
the Birkhoff
Birkhofftheorem
theoremthat
that up
the
and
up to
to absolute
absolutecontinuity
continuityan
an invariant
invariantand ergodic
ergodic
probabilitymeasure
measureis unique.
probability
unique.
With
these preliminaries,
preliminaries,
the proof
very easy.
With these
the
proof of Theorem
Theorem3.5
3.5 is now
now very
easy.
= qP.
Proof
Theorem3.5.
3.5. Fix
Fix an
an integer
integerbb > 1. If P =
Proof of Theorem
(1 - q)P
thenthe
the
qP. + (1
q)Pb,
b , then
base-invanance
and Pb
both P.
P. and
Pb (Examples
that P
base-invariance of both
3.3 and
(Examples3.3
and 3.2)
3.2) easily
easilyimply
implythat
base-invariant.
is base-invariant.
base-invariant on
the
Conversely, suppose
is base-invariant
Conversely,
suppose P is
on (lR+,.L,,),
and let
let P be
be the
(R+, Ab), and
on B[0,
b-logarithmic
B[O, 1)
by (9).
baseb-Iogarithmic rescaling
rescaling of P on
1) given
The definition
givenby
definitionof base(9). The
invariance(5)
(5) implies
impliesthat
invariance
that

p[o,a)=~p[~,
P[-i,+a)k:a)

P[O, a) =

forallneNandallae(O,1),
for all n E N and all a E (0, 1),

k=O
k=O

which
which says
says that
that P is invariant
invariant under
under the
the mappings
mappings nx(mod
nx(mod 1)
n EN.
1) for
for all
all n
E N.
Proposition
Proposition 4.1
4.1 implies
implies that
that P satisfies
satisfies (10),
(10), and
and it is easy
easy to
to check
check using
using (9)
(9)
and
and the
the definitions
definitions of P.
p. and
and Pb
Pb that
that P == qP*
qp. +
+ (I
(1 - q)Pb.
q)Pb. 0
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